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Partnership Continuum
ACFM – Ash Creek Forest Management
CEC – Cascade Education Center
CoB – City of Beaverton
CSW – Clean Water Services
FoT – Friends of Trees
THPRD – Tualatin Hills Parks and 
Recreation District
VNA – Vose Neighborhood Association
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Koll Center Wetlands. Green areas indicate months during 
which sitings were recorded. Source: EBird database
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support/votes 
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likelihood of 
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Benefits of Broad-Based Community Engagement
o Organizational cultures conducive to 
collaboration and experimentation
 Adaptability and flexibility
 Reciprocity
 Communication
o Critical mass of collaborative partners
o Complementarity in skills and resources 
among partners
o Development of a shared mental model
o Connections into and engagement with 
the local communities 
Factors that facilitate large-scale 
collaborative conservation 
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To learn more about Tree for All:
https://www.jointreeforall.org/
To learn more about the 
Power of Partnership project 
email: mclainrj@pdx.edu
